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“THE WAY OF THE WORLD”

If ever opportunity matched appetites, the happy occurrence took place at the Court of Charles II of England, during the Restoration Period, 1660-1700. Returned to his throne after years of exile as a poor relation dependent upon the generosity of his royal relatives, Charles II and his followers knew just what to do with their newfound affluence. Indulgence was the mode: hungers were appeased—fine clothes, fine food, the best in everything from equipage to entertainment.

Though balanced by a rather sober middle class, the court set the tone for a pleasure-oriented society. Immediately the theatre became an important social as well as artistic institution. After being banned during the Commonwealth, the re-established stage took its form and manner from the French theatre. A proscenium platform with winged scenery painted in perspective replaced the non-scenic thrust of Shakespeare. Actresses appeared for the first time—ina Charles' court it could not be otherwise.

Morally debased though court life was, it still set standards of a high order in some respects. Charles himself and his nobles were a brilliant lot, often as able in the arts as in the bedchamber. Wit was a prerequisite for a place in the inner circle: brilliant, brittle and salacious, it became a hallmark of the Restoration play. Each playwright, then called a poet, took pleasure in the point of his social satire. Their pieces had as much verve as bawdiness, representing source material with a fidelity seldom matched elsewhere.

William Congreve, 1670-1729, was an Englishman who was brought up in Ireland, where he was a classmate of Swift. He came late to the Restoration theatre, well after Etherege and Wycherley had scored their comedies of manner. While he worked the same vein of social satire they did, his plays possess a sharper wit, his characters are drawn with more finesse, and his situations are less coarse than theirs. He represents Restoration comedy at its best, and his best is "The Way of the World."

Where excess is permitted, license generally follows. Though Charles died in 1685, and William and Mary came to the throne shortly after, the theatre maintained its salacious character. So much so that both time and public opinion were receptive to an attack by the Reverend Jeremy Collier in his "Short View of the Immorality and Profaneness of the English Stage," 1698. Playwrights modified their material, as "The Way of the World" demonstrates, but not so much so that the distinctive Restoration character was lost.

Drawing freely from Jeremy Collier's diatribe, as well as from Etherege's "The Man of Mode," Vanbrugh's "The Relapse," and Gibber's "The Careless Husband," the present adaptation uses exact quotations to give its own "short view" of the English theatre as it might have been in 1770.
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